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‘There is no power on earth to be compared to him’1 runs the quotation on the title page of
Hobbes’s Leviathan. May we not think likewise of the modern army?
–S.E. Finer, The Man on Horseback

In the summer of 2016, Turkish military personnel seized control of the Bosphorus bridges as jets

flew overhead in Ankara. Members of the armed forces were attempting to oust President Recep Tayyip

Erdŏgan from office. Although it quickly failed, the coup attempt took many by surprise. The years of

rampant military intervention in politics appeared to have been behind Turkey. The previous two decades

were characterized by stable civilian rule, enough time to suggest that the democratic regime should have

consolidated itself from such challenges (Huntington 1993, Svolik 2015). The conventional wisdom was

that Erdŏgan successfully defanged the military as a source of political opposition. Yet, as these events

demonstrate, the military is seldom tamed easily. Why do civilian elites so often fail to control the military

even after political institutions have been civilianized and the armed forces have returned to the barracks?

Understanding civilian control of the military is important for at least two reasons. First, despite being

the apparent guardians of the state, the armed forces are often the single greatest threat to regime survival.

For example, the military is responsible for about three in every for cases of democratic regime failure

(Marinov & Goemans 2013, 801). In autocracies, the military was involved in about sixty percent of all

extra-constitutional leadership changes (Svolik 2012). Once politically active, the armed forces are unlikely

to remain in the barracks. A state experiencing an attempted coup will go on to experience an average of

four subsequent attempts in their lifetime (Powell & Thyne 2011). Second, civilian control of the military

determines how states manage security threats. Weak control of the military has been linked with: bellicose

foreign policy strategies (Snyder 1984, Posen 1986, Sechser 2004, Lai & Slater 2006, Weeks 2012); poor

strategic assessment and battlefield collapse (Brooks 2008, Talmadge 2015); human rights abuse (Poe &

Tate 1994, Davenport 2007); and civil conflict (Roessler 2011, De Bruin 2014).

I argue that civilian control of the military is a self-reinforcing process that depends on both the

development of strong, civilianized political institutions and the history of civil-military interactions. Specif-

ically, as civilians remain in control of a given polity, military intervention in politics becomes less likely as

an increasing proportion of military elites: (1) internalize norms of civilian control that proscribe military

involvement in politics (2) military elites observe their colleagues’ abstention from politics and become
1I translate the original quote, "Non est potestas super terram quae comparetur" for the ease of the reader.
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pessimistic about their prospects for success in challenging civilian rule. Civilian control therefore becomes

more durable as a regime ages without instances of military involvement in politics. When interventions

do take place, these norms and beliefs break down, making successive interventions in politics more likely.

In this sense, civilian control of the military follows a predictable pattern of endogenous institution change

– once firmly established, civilian control becomes increasingly robust as norms and beliefs drive military

personnel to abstain from politics.

I empirically assess these expectations by using latent variable modeling techniques to develop two

novel measures of civilian control. These models treat civilian control as a continuous, unobserved trait to

be inferred based on a series of indicators that identify the extent to which military institutions influence

executive decision-making in a particular regime. The first of these measures models civilian control as a

static process determined exclusively by the degree of military involvement in politics in the present and

very recent past. The second models civilian control as a dynamic process in a manner consistent with

my expectations, whereby the history of stable civil-military interactions contributes to the current level of

civilian control within a polity. I adjudicate between these two measures using a series of validity checks

and find that the dynamic model outperforms the static model, suggesting that civilian control is indeed a

self-reinforcing process.

This piece fosters a richer understanding of civil-military relations in several ways. First, while the

discussion of norms and learning is common in studies of military behavior,2 we understand less about

how these norms emerge over time. I present a novel framework for understanding how and when these

processes emerge. By evaluating these concepts within a measurement framework, this piece also provides

novel empirical evidence for these claims. Second, I introduce continuous, yearly estimates of civilian

control for all countries from 1946 to 2010. To date, the bulk of large-n analyses in civil-military relations

have relied on discrete indicators of military rule and recent coup attempts. The measures constructed here

build upon these efforts by identifying a means for their aggregation in a way that allows for more precise

comparisons of civilian control within and across political regimes. Third, when validating these models,

I find that existing measures of military autonomy underestimate the association between civilian control

and militarized interstate dispute initiation, suggesting that weak civilian control has a stronger impact
2See Huntington (1957), Janowitz (1960), Smith (1951), Finer (1988), and Welch (1976) on norms. See Little (2016) on

learning.
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on interstate conflict that previously thought. Fourth, and finally, knowing that civilian control is a self-

reinforcing process has clear implications for ongoing debates in the academic and policy communities.

Scholars have recently debated whether coups facilitate the process of democratization, with some arguing

that post-Cold War coups typically lead to democracy (Marinov & Goemans 2013), and others arguing that

coups are more likely to result in autocracy and increased levels of state-sanctioned violence (Derpanopoulos

et al. 2016). The evidence uncovered here calls for caution in evaluating the possible benefits to military

intervention in politics. Even when military intervention in politics results in democratization in the short-

term, such actions are also likely to undermine the development of civilian control, leaving the newly

established regime at an increased risk of similar interventions in the future.

Extant Work on Civilian Control

Military organizations engage in explicit or implicit bargaining with political elites in all regimes where

they are present. Civilian control of the military is a broad concept that encompasses a variety of political

phenomena relating to civil-military interactions, ranging from whether military personnel reliably carry out

civilian orders, to whether the military actively uses their coercive power to directly intervene in politics.3

This study restricts itself to the latter issue, analyzing civilian control as it relates to the military’s active

involvement in executive decision-making within a particular regime.

In explaining variation in civilian control, extant work can be divided into two categories. The first

understands civilian control in terms of the normative disposition of military personnel. At its most funda-

mental level, civilian control is achieved once apolitical norms and values are adopted within the military,

rendering interference in regime politics unpalatable. In these cases, norms define acceptable actions among

military personnel and clearly delineate the civilian and military spheres. As Feaver (1999, 226) notes,

this notion that normative beliefs drive civilian control is central to much of the traditional civil-military

relations literature and has been given many different labels, including: professionalism (Huntington 1957);4

professional ethic (Janowitz 1960); the “cult of obedience” (Welch 1976); and the “norm of civilian control”
3See Feaver (1999) for a review.
4Note that Huntington’s notion of professionalism encompassed both a respect for civilian control (upon which I place emphasis

here) and the development of skills and organizational capacity relevant to the use of force. I leave aside these latter aspects of
professionalism, which have been shown to sometimes undermine civilian control as the military becomes increasingly secure in
its competence and ability to manage political problems (Stepan 1973, Finer 1988).
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(Smith 1951). It is therefore no surprise that when reviewing potential factors inhibiting military intervention

in politics, Finer (1988) argues the most important is “the armed forces’ acceptance of the principle of civil

supremacy” (28).

A second body of research centers on how rationalist incentives and institutional constraints shape the

behavior of civilian and military elites. These approaches treat civilian control as a product of institutional

arrangements such as delegation or coordination games, suggesting that civilian control will be strongest

when civilians effectively monitor and sanction the military, while simultaneously preventing coordination

among potentially subversive actors within the armed forces (Feaver 2003, Geddes 1999, Singh 2014).

Building on these insights, many researchers have analyzed civilian control as an outgrowth of regime type,

assuming that institutional structures determine the relative balance of power between civilian and military

elites (Poe & Tate 1994, Weeks 2012, Lai & Slater 2006, Talmadge 2015). Thus, civilian control is not the

result of intersubjective beliefs, but rather an outgrowth of institutional structures that determine the balance

of political power between civilian and military elites.

Together, this work highlights the normative and institutional features that are necessary for control

of the military to be achieved, but leaves important questions unanswered. Neither the normative nor the

institutional approaches provide a complete framework for understanding how civilian control develops over

time. The normative approach highlights the importance of intersubjective beliefs in shaping civilian control,

but provide little intuition as to how these shared beliefs emerge. As a result, this work has sometimes been

criticized for tautology – norms are simply assumed to exist when civilian control is high and to be absent

when it is low (Feaver 1999). The institutional literature falls prey to similar critiques. Though institutional

arrangements doubtlessly determine the level of civilian control, these factors are often treated as fixed

and unchanging within a particular regime.5 While this approach is useful in explaining cross-sectional

variation in civilian control, it provides less intuition regarding how civilian control grows and develops

within regimes.
5This tendency is endemic in institutional analyses – see Grief & Laitin (2004) for a critique and an alternative approach from

which the framework presented here is derived.
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Civilian Control as a Dynamic Process

In this section, I develop a dynamic theoretical framework for understanding civilian control that integrates

both the normative and institutional literature by identifying the endogenous features of civil-military re-

lations that cause civilian control to follow self-reinforcing patterns of growth. I begin by conceptualizing

civil-military relations as an institutional arrangement that encompasses the formal and informal rules and

constraints linking civilian and military elites in decision-making procedures, along with the organizational

structures that facilitate interactions between these groups. The level of civilian control is understood as the

spectrum of equilibrium behaviors that can result from this arrangement. When civilian control is strong,

civilians monopolize all forms of executive political decision-making. Military elites may act in an advisory

capacity in matters regarding the use of force, but do not actively formulate foreign or domestic policy.

When civilian control is weak, the opposite is true and the political regime is dominated by military elites.

At intermediate levels of control, civilians may occupy many of the top presidential or parliamentary offices,

but military elites may hold some political offices or be relied upon to enforce domestic policy.

The strength of civilian control is determined by two factors. The first relates to the balance of

institutional power between civilian and military elites, with civilian control varying inversely with the

degree of military involvement in politics. When civilian control is strong, civilians monopolize all forms of

executive political decision-making. Military elites may act in an advisory capacity in matters regarding the

use of force, but do not actively formulate foreign or domestic policy. When civilian control is weak,

the opposite is true and the political regime is dominated by military elites. At intermediate levels of

control, civilians may occupy many of the top presidential or parliamentary offices, but military elites remain

politically active and influential.

The second dimension of civilian control relates to the robustness of civil-military institutions to

exogenous shocks that might otherwise result in the collapse of a civil-military regime. At any level of

civilian control, military elites contemplate whether they would benefit from deviating from this behavior

by increasing their involvement in politics. The desire to do so is driven by exogenous factors that alter the

interaction between civilian and military elites – these are events or features of the political environment that

push the armed forces from the barracks. Existing work has identified a number of such factors, including:

the presence of external threats from domestic or international actors (Huntington 1957, Stepan 1971, Desch
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1999, McMahon & Slantchev 2015, Bell & Sudduth 2015); battlefield collapse or foreign policy failure

(Talmadge 2015, White 2017); and domestic political or economic crises (Londregan & Poole 1990, Powell

2012). Military elites are only likely to respond to such shocks if they believe increased involvement in

politics will be supported by their colleagues. Doing so without support risks exposing divisions within

the military and may result in the incarceration, torture, or death of coup plotters. Military elites are

therefore only likely to deviate from established levels of civilian control if they believe that increased

military involvement in politics is both desirable and likely to be supported (Geddes 1999, Singh 2014,

21-22).

The strength of civilian control is therefore not simply a function of the balance of political power

between civilian and military elites – it is also determined by the beliefs military personnel hold about

whether they could or should deviate from the status quo arrangement. These beliefs are themselves shaped

by two interrelated dynamic processes: (1) the development of a norm of civilian control among military

elites and society at large and (2) learning processes that determine military perceptions of regime strength

and support for intervention in politics. Both of these processes are shaped by the history of civil-military

interactions.

The Norm of Civilian Control

Norms are standards of appropriate behavior for actors with a common identity (Finnemore & Sikkink

1998). I define a norm of civilian control as a shared belief among military elites that recognizes distinct

civilian and military spheres and proscribes any implicit or explicit use of military force to intervene in or

diminish the civilian sphere. The development of such a norm is a primary task faced by political elites at

the birth of any political regime. Whether they succeed is determined by three time-dependent mechanisms:

(1) internalization; (2) social proof; and (3) deterrence (Axelrod 1986).

A norm of civilian control is internalized when military elites are opposed to intervening in politics

even if the net material gain for doing so is positive. Internalization occurs primarily as the result of the

training and traditions of the armed forces, which conditions collective attitudes toward intervention in

politics (Finer 1988, Janowitz 1960). Given the need for cohesion and subordination within the armed

forces, it is no wonder that such emphasis is placed on these processes. In any regime where civilians
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dominate political decision-making these traditions will include subordination to civilian authority and the

clear delineation of civil and military spheres.

Whether military training and conditioning achieves these ends is itself dependent on the second

mechanism, “social proof.” This refers to the notion that individuals tend to view a behavior more favor-

ably by the extent to which they observe other individuals performing this behavior (Cialdini 1985). The

emergence of a norm of civilian control therefore depends on the history of civil-military interactions within

a state – The longer the armed forces have abstained from politics, the more likely military personnel are

to interpret this behavior as socially desirable. By contrast, when coups and intervention have occurred in

the recent past, norms against such action will necessarily weaken or collapse. In this sense, behavioral

norms are subject to “cohort effects” – groups of military officers develop adopt similar beliefs based on

their shared experiences (White 2017).

As these norms are developing (or failing to develop) within the military, similar processes occur

within civil-society at large as citizens update their beliefs regarding the normative value of civilian control.

In some states, military intervention into politics is relatively common mode of leadership change and is not

viewed as less legitimate than democratic elections. As civilian rule persists, citizens become increasingly

likely to accept the norm of an apolitical military and will therefore be less likely to support coup attempts

or military rule. When there is little precedent for military rule, this aversion to military rule becomes

increasingly likely to result in a crisis of legitimacy for would-be coup plotters (Powell & Thyne 2011).

As an increasing proportion of these groups either internalize this norm or are seen to act in a manner

consistent with it, the third mechanism emerges: deterrence. Would-be violators must consider whether

they are likely to be sanctioned by their colleagues should they attempt to undermine or overthrow civilian

rule. Again, it need not be the case that that all or even most of the military and citizenry adopt the norm of

civilian control for the norm to be enforced effectively. The majority of military elites, for example, may be

more concerned with the physical safety of their subordinate officers than they are with supporting civilian

control or military intervention in politics (Singh 2014). Nevertheless, even a small proportion of the armed

forces having internalized the norm of civilian control may be sufficient to drastically increase the potential

costs of challenging civilian control.

The norm of civilian control therefore develops in predictable ways with regard to the history of
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interactions between civilian and military elites. When a civil-military regime is in its infancy, the norm of

civilian control is weak because insufficient time has passed these mechanisms to develop. At this stage,

economic or political crises may provide windows of opportunity for military elites to increase their political

power at the expense of political elites. When these interventions occur, the norm of civilian control is

eradicated and the process of norm emergence must start anew. As time persists without such crises,

however, an increasing proportion of the military and society accepts the legitimacy of civilian rule (and

rejects that of military rule), making civilian control more robust to exogenous shocks that would otherwise

lead to its collapse.

These normative dynamics can also be trivially extended to explain how military intervention in

politics becomes self-reinforcing. Just as absence from politics breeds a norm of subordination, frequent

military intervention in politics may breed a norm of military intervention or, in the extreme, military rule.

Such ideologies dominated military thinking in Turkey and several Latin American countries throughout

much of the nineteenth century (Stepan 1971).

Learning

In addition to the development of normative attitudes toward military intervention in politics, learning

processes among military elites also impact the strength of civilian control. Little (2016) provides the most

comprehensive treatment of learning processes in civil-military interactions, modeling coup occurrence as

the potential outcome of a repeated coordination game. He argues that regimes signal their strength as they

age and survive internal and external challenges. As time progresses without a coup, it becomes increasingly

likely that individuals will support civilian rule, as military elites observe the inaction of their colleagues

and become less optimistic about their ability to muster the support necessary for a successful coup. Instead

of developing intersubjective value judgments about involvement in politics, military elites are iteratively

revising their projected payoff if they were to engage in a coup.

Yet, military elites learn from more than just coup behavior. When evaluating regime strength, they

not only take into account whether the regime has survived previous challenges, but also the extent to which

civilian elites rely on the military to face these challenges. Often, for example, leaders survive in office by

relying on the military to manage internal and external challenges – the regime survives precisely because
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it yields political power to the military. This reliance provides the military with bargaining leverage that

renders civilians less capable of suppressing challenges from the military (Feaver 1996, Svolik 2012). When

this is the case, military elites become more optimistic about their ability to expand their political power and

influence, making future interventions into politics likely.

In this way, a history of military involvement in politics can undermine civilian control even when a

country has no history of coups. The Philippines, for example, did not experience its first coup until 1986,

but civilian control remained weak and the military politicized in the decades prior: in 1950, the military

took charge of the judicial system when habeas corpus was temporarily suspended; during his presidency.

Ramón Magsaysay actively sought to supplant civilian elites with current or former members of the armed

forces; in 1972, President Ferdinand Marcos declared martial law and the military became increasingly

integrated into executive political institutions. Knowing that the regime was dependent on the armed forces

likely contributed to an optimism that the military could effectively intervene in politics – they would go on

to do so in six successive coup attempts in the following two decades (Kessler 1989).

Expectations

The normative and learning frames produce similar expectations – both predict that the strength of civilian

control is impacted by the history of civil-military relations and follows self-reinforcing dynamics. As the

military continuously intervenes or engages in executive political decision-making, norms of civilian control

are weak and military elites learn that the standing regime is susceptible to challenges from the armed forces.

Civilian control therefore becomes increasingly weak. When civilian control has remained strong and the

military has been removed from politics, however, some military elites internalize norms of civilian control,

while others are deterred from the apparent strength of a regime and the adherence of their colleagues to

the status quo level of civilian control. Under these conditions civilian control strengthens without bound.

In this sense, civilian control is a continuous concept, not a condition – even after military elites have been

completely removed from politics, civilian control becomes increasingly robust as the probability that the

military will intervene in politics diminishes.

While the normative and learning mechanisms generate similar expectations, they are neither mutu-

ally exclusive nor independent of one another. The apparent distinction between these two mechanisms is
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that the normative frame presupposes that some proportion of the armed forces have ascribed non-material

value to abstention from politics, while the rationalist learning frame does not. Yet, the social proof and

deterrence mechanisms indicate that even individuals that have not internalized the norm will act in a

manner consistent with social expectations if they observe others doing the same. Within the learning frame,

military personnel doubtlessly account for the proportion of their colleagues that may have internalized this

norm when calculating the probability that military intervention in politics will succeed. In this sense, the

normative and learning frames reinforce one another and we cannot easily distinguish between the two.

Finnemore & Sikkink (1998) make this point more forcefully, stating “Rationality cannot be separated from

any politically significant episode of normative influence or normative change, just as the normative context

conditions any episode of rational choice” (888).

Measuring Civilian Control

Validating this theory is challenging, as it makes predictions about how endogenous institutional elements

impact the temporal dynamics of civilian control, which one cannot observe directly. In part, difficulties in

measurement explain why firm empirical support of these explanations has been elusive in large-n analyses.

To address this issue, I construct competing latent variable models of civilian control: one that models civil-

ian control as a self-reinforcing process, and one that does not. Both models assume that the civilian control

is not measured directly, but can estimated based on observable indicators of the military’s involvement

in politics. The models differ in their manner of incorporating temporal dynamics into their estimates of

civilian control.

Data

Both models generate estimates using eleven empirical indicators linked with various forms of weakened

civilian control. These indicators are collected from various data sources and provide information on: (1)

whether political elites have served in and/or maintain ties with the armed services; (2) recent instances of

military intervention; and (3) the extent to which political power is concentrated within military institutions.

Recall that these traits are observable manifestations from which we can infer the level of civilian control.

Note that some of these indicators capture the concept of civilian control at relatively low levels, such
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as whether statesmen share professional links to the military, while others capture these concepts in the

extreme, such as indicators relating to military rule. The indicators also vary in the degree of information

they provide about civilian control. Nevertheless, examined in conjunction with one another, these indicators

allow for a more complete assessment of civilian control.

Beginning with the first category, Leader Military Experience categorizes regime leaders based on

the extent to which they were involved in the armed services prior to taking office. This information

comes from the Horowitz & Stam (2014) data, and categorize leaders into three groups: (1) those with

no military experience; (2) those who served in the military; and (3) those who had careers in the military.

Examining experience is also important because military leaders often shed their uniforms before retaining

office, despite maintaining close political ties to the military (Nordlinger 1977, 3). When political leaders

are routinely drawn from the military, this is indicative of a poor delineation between civilian and military

spheres and that political institutions are not fully civilianized.

Military Leader indicates whether the chief executive of a political regime actively holds a military

rank in their title. This comes from the Database of Political Institutions (DPI) (Beck et al. 2001). Unlike

the previous indicator, this suggests an active connection to the armed forces. Note also that holding a

military rank in office does not necessarily indicate formal military service per se. Regardless of whether it

is inherited from a rebel organization, the presence of a military rank in a regime leader’s title indicates that

links to the military are being used as a means of legitimizing political power and that civilian rule is not

fully established.

Military Defense Minister indicates whether a state’s defense minister (or equivalent office holder)

maintains a military rank while holding this office. This is also obtained from the DPI. In these cases, the

armed forces can exploit this position as a means of directly affecting foreign policy, budgetary decisions,

and political decisions more broadly.

The next two indicators pertain to recent instances of military intervention in politics. Recent Coup

Attempt codes whether a military coup has occurred within the previous five years in a given country. Coup

attempts are a transparent signal that civilian elites have not subjugated the military, which has the capacity
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and desire to oust political elites.6 This information comes from the Powell & Thyne (2011) data, where

a coup is defined as a “illegal and overt attempt by the military or other elites within the state apparatus to

unseat the sitting executive” (252).

Military Entry records whether the military was involved in the chief executive’s entry into office

(Svolik 2012, 149). While this often results in military rule, military elites also sometimes appoint a

civilian leader to create the illusion of civilian rule. In these instances, however, the military remains highly

influential in executive decision making and retains the ability to depose the executive, should it chose to do

so.

The final series of indicators capture the extent to which military organizations are embedded in the

regime infrastructure of a given state. Military Involvement in Politics is obtained from Svolik (2012, 32-34)

and classifies autocratic regimes into four types of increasing military involvement in politics: (1) none;

(2) indirect; (3) personal; and (4) corporate. Next, the Weeks (2012) Militarism Index uses existing data

on autocratic regimes to arrange authoritarian regimes based on the following traits: whether the regime

leader is or has been a high ranking military officer; whether the military holds high-level cabinet positions;

whether the military high command is consulted primarily about security matters; whether the majority of

cabinet ministers are from the military; and whether the regime itself is characterized by military rule (39).

7

Four indicators of regime type are incorporated into the analysis. Each of these use different clas-

sification criteria, but relates to the same underlying concept, military rule, a clear manifestation of failed

or non-existent civilian control. First, the Geddes, Wright & Frantz (2014) GWF Military Regime indicator

identifies instances of military rule as those where the armed forces exert control over leadership selection,

national security decisions, and policy-making more broadly. Note that this pertains to collegial military rule

and excludes cases where leaders from the military have established personalist rule. Second, the Cheibub,

Gandhi & Vreeland (2010) CGV Military Regime is an indicator of whether the leader of an autocratic

regime is a current or past member of the armed forces. Unlike the GWF indicator, this does not attempt to
6Relatedly leaders often attempt to implement coup-proofing provisions to secure control over disloyal militaries. I do not,

however, include coup-proofing indicators as an additional indicator in the model since these strategies share an indeterminate
relationship with civilian control – leaders only coup-proof when civilian control is sufficiently low to warrent such action, yet not
so high that the military is capable of retaliating against these measures (Sudduth 2017).

7For computational ease, the original eleven category index is collapsed into a five categories when it is incorporated into the
model discussed in the next section.
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distinguish between collegial military rule and personal military rule. Third, ARD Military Regime comes

from the Authoritarian Regimes Data Set and classifies military regimes as those in which political power

is maintained through the actual or threatened use of military force (Hadenius & Teorell 2007). Finally, I

include Prior Military Regime to classify instances where a regime was preceded by military rule. This is

coded using the GWF classification of military rule, and is intended to capture situations where the standing

regime inherits a politically powerful military.

Modeling Strategy

I develop two item response theory (IRT) models to measure civilian control and assess the extent to which

this trait is self-reinforcing. IRT models are a type of latent variable model that provide a principled means

of combining information from observable “manifest variables”, or “items”, to generate estimates of an

unobserved trait. In this application, each of the variables outlined in the previous section, yitj , are the

observable manifestations of civilian control while ✓it is the latent trait of interest. Each item is indexed

j = 1, . . . , J and is observed at the country-year level, where countries are indexed i = 1, . . . , N and time,

in years, is indexed t = 1, . . . , T . Kj is the total number of values that each item yj can take on, such that

Kj = 2 if item j is dichotomous and Kj > 2 if item J is ordered. The IRT model is presented as a series of

probability distributions in Equation 1

P [yij = 1] = ⇤(↵j1 + �j✓it)

...
...

P [yij = k] = ⇤(↵jk + �j✓it)� ⇤(↵jk�1 + �j✓it)

...
...

P [yij = Kj ] = 1� ⇤(↵jK�1 + �j✓it)

(1)

where ⇤(.) is the logistic cumulative distribution function. The likelihood function is

L(�,↵, ✓|y) =
NY

i=1

TY

t=1

JY

j=1

h
⇤
�
↵jyitj + �j✓it

�
� ⇤

�
↵jyitj�1 + �j✓it

�i
(2)
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↵j , the item “difficulty” parameter(s), relates to the proportion of observations in each category of the

manifest variables when the latent trait is equal to zero. �j is the item “discrimination” parameter and

corresponds to the extent to which a change in the value of one of the manifest variables corresponds to a

change in the latent trait (Jackman 2009, 455).8 These item-specific parameters account for the fact that

the indicators in the previous section have different relationships with civilian control. I make a trivial

modification to the traditional ordered logit link function by adding, rather than subtracting, the product of

�j and ✓it to the cut point parameters such that increasing values of ✓it correspond to increasing levels of

civilian control.

I estimate two competing models to determine the extent to which civilian control is self-reinforcing.

I begin by outlining the mathematical differences between each model and then identify how these differing

strategies map on to competing expectations about the nature of civilian control. Like all IRT models,

identification constraints are required for each. We cannot estimate the equations above due to location,

scale, and rotational invariance – various linear transformation of ✓, �, and ↵ can fit the data equally well.

Adopting a Bayesian approach and achieving identification through the assignment of priors is a common

means of resolving this issue. In both models, this is done through priors on ✓ and �. In the first model,

henceforth referred to as the static model, the issue of location and scale invariance is resolved by setting

the prior for the latent trait as ✓it ⇠ Normal(0, 1). In addition to addressing identifiability, this constraint

reflects an assumption that the population of states will be roughly normally distributed across the spectrum

of civilian control. The prior �j ⇠ Gamma(4, 3) addresses the issue of rotational invariance. The gamma

distribution restricts the values of the discrimination parameter to be positive, with increases on the values

of each indicator yj corresponding to lower values of the latent trait. This reflects the prior knowledge that

each of the traits outlined in the previous section are theoretically linked with lower levels of civilian control.

With identification constraints satisfied, the priors for the difficulty parameters are ↵jk ⇠ Normal(0, 4).

The second model is a dynamic IRT model. Here, a “random walk” prior is assigned to the latent vari-

able. In this application, the first year a regime is in the data, it is assigned the prior ✓it=1 ⇠ Normal(0, 1),

while each subsequent year is ✓it 6=1 ⇠ Normal(✓it�1,�).9 � is the innovation variance within each time

series and is estimated from the data. This parameter is assigned the prior � ⇠ Uniform(0, 1). Restricting
8While the substantive analysis conducted here is primarily concerned with the ✓, �j and ↵J are reported in the appendix.
9Regimes are measured using the Geddes, Wright & Frantz (2014) data.
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the values of this quantity between zero and one reflects the assumption that the within-unit variation will be

smaller than the cross-sectional variance assigned in the first year of each time series. The remaining priors

for the dynamic model mirror those of the static model, all of which are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of Prior Distributions for Model Parameters

Parameter Static model Dynamic model

Country Year Latent Variable, all years ✓it ⇠ Normal(0, 1)
Country Year Latent Variable, first year ✓it=1 ⇠ Normal(0, 1)
Country Year Latent Variable, all other years ✓it 6=1 ⇠ Normal(✓it�1,�)
Innovation Variance � ⇠ Uniform(0, 1)
Difficulty parameter (constant) ↵jk ⇠ Normal(0, 4) ↵jk ⇠ Normal(0, 4)
Discrimination parameter (slope) �j ⇠ Gamma(4, 3) �j ⇠ Gamma(4, 3)

Though the same data are used to estimate both the static and dynamic model, the difference in the

prior distributions assigned in each model reflects different theoretical assumptions regarding the nature of

civilian control. The static model treats country years as independent (conditional on the manifest variables),

such that estimates of the latent trait are generated based only to the values of the manifest variables for a

given observation. The model does not directly account for the history of civilian control outside the limited

information conveyed in the items.

The dynamic model, by contrast incorporates information from the previous year’s latent trait esti-

mates and smooths estimates of the latent trait across time. This smoothing also allows instances of military

involvement in politics to reverberate throughout a country’s history. The dynamic model will therefore

generate higher estimates of civilian control for states that have continuously remained low on each of the

variables linked with military intervention in politics. Importantly, when observations have high or low

values for all observed items, the random-walk structure of the prior will push estimates of civilian control

further into the tails of the distribution in proportion to the amount of time observations have remained in

that state. Observations that have historically been low on each of the military intervention indicators will

therefore produce higher estimates of civilian control when employing the dynamic model. This makes the

dynamic model will be better suited to capture civilian control if this concept is indeed self-reinforcing,

since it allows for the presence of high civilian control in the past to contribute to our belief that civilian
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control will remain high in the future.10

Model Comparison
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Figure 1: Distribution of Civilian Control Estimates

Note: Plot displays kernel density function for model estimates of civilian control. Bandwidth set to 0.02.

After obtaining model estimates, it is necessary to determine whether each model is generating

estimates in a manner consistent with theoretical expectations. That is, the static model should produce

estimates of civilian control driven primarily by the current institutional features of a regime, while the
10Both models are estimated using Stan, a Bayesian modeling program that employs a No-U-Turn sampler. The code used to

construct the model is available in the appendix. Ten parallel chains were run for 8,000 iterations, with 6,000 iterations from each
discarded as burn-in. Trace-plots and R̂ statistics were consistent with convergence.
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dynamic model should be consistent with the self-reinforcing frame by generating estimates that both take

history into account and assign higher values of civilian control to states with a history of military abstention

from politics.

To evaluate whether this is the case, Figure 1 overlays density plots of the civilian control estimates

obtained from each model. Note that the static model generates roughly the same, high estimates for a

large proportion of country-years in the data – these are observations which do not meet any of the criteria

for military intervention in politics contained in the manifest variables. By contrast, the civilian control

estimates from the dynamic model show much wider variation for this group of observations. Specifically,

the static model treats observations with very high levels of civilian control as homogeneous, the while

dynamic model produces higher estimates for countries that have remained in a state of high civilian control

for longer periods of time. In other words, the dynamic model is indeed accounting for both the current

institutional framework of a given country, as well as that country’s history of civilian control.

Figure 2 disaggregates estimates based on regime type, as measured using the GWF typology. Two

features here are notable. First, the dynamic model tends to produce higher estimates for democracies and

monarchies. This is consistent with the self-reinforcing view, which would produce similar expectations,

as these are regimes that are known for their long life spans (once consolidated) and traditions of civilian

control. Second, and more generally, both models uncover considerable variation in civilian control across

each regime type. This suggests the existing practice of measuring civilian control through regime type

in empirical work is likely to mask significant variation and potentially bias correlations and estimates of

causal effects.

To further unpack the differences between model estimates, Figure 3 plots the mean estimate of

civilian control from each model across the age, defined from the time a regime enters the data until the time

it collapses. The self-reinforcing view would suggest estimates of civilian control should increase strongly

as a regime persists without being toppled by military elites. Though estimates of civilian control increase

with age for both the static and dynamic model, this trend is noticeably more pronounced with the latter.

That a general positive trend obtains across both models offers support for previous research arguing that

military intervention in politics is particularly likely to occur in young political regimes and that military

regimes are particularly likely to collapse in their infancy (Svolik 2015, Geddes 1999). The fact that this
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Figure 2: Distribution of Civilian Control Estimates Across Regime Type

Note:Plot displays kernel density function for model estimates of civilian control. Bandwidth set to 0.02.

pattern is stronger in the dynamic setting suggests that this model is indeed capturing a self-reinforcing
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process, with civilian control in the past strengthening civilian control in the present.11
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Figure 3: Comparing Estimates of Civilian Control from Static and Dynamic Models Across Regime Age

Note: Figure displays the mean values of civilian control across regime age. Vertical lines
correspond to the 95 percent credible intervals of the mean estimates. Though civilian
control increases with range across both models, this trend is more extreme among the
dynamic model estimates.

Posterior Predictive Checks

While the dynamic model comports with expectations, we cannot yet conclude that it better approximates

reality. When evaluating competing measures, each model is akin to a hypothesis about the concept of

interest, and to adjudicate between these hypotheses one must conduct a series of validation exercises to

determine which better captures the underlying construct (Adcock & Collier 2001). One common method

of validation is to determine how well each model can reproduce the data that was used to estimate model

parameters in the first place through a series of posterior predictive checks (Gelman & Hill 2007). In this
11In the appendix, I report the results of a multivariate regression analysis of the differences in model estimates and find that

the dynamic model produces systematically higher estimates for older regimes and democracies and lower scores for personalist,
military, and single party regimes.
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procedure, I take 1,000 draws from the posterior distributions of the latent trait for each country year (✓it),

the difficulty parameter (↵j), and the discrimination parameter (�j) from each model. I use these quantities

to make 1,000 predictions for each item observation (yitj). I then compute a sum of squared errors to

measure the accuracy of each set of predictions. This calculation is expressed in Equation 3,

ssitj =
X

d

(yijt � ŷitjd)
2 (3)

where d indexes the draws from the posterior distribution. For each item, I then determine what proportion

of observations is better predicted by the dynamic model, as measured using the sum of squared errors.

Results are displayed in Figure 4. The dynamic outperforms the static model in predicting all items.

The dynamic model performs best for manifest variables relating to the institutional features of the regime.

For example, the Weeks Militarism Index is better predicted by the dynamic model for about 92 percent

of observations. Though still superior to the static model, the dynamic model fares less well in predicting

whether a regime was preceded by military rule and whether there was a recent coup - here the dynamic

model produces more accurate estimates for 58 and 56 percent of observations, respectively.

While these results indicate the dynamic model better fits the data (and therefore better captures the

concept of civilian control), it is perhaps more important to ensure that the dynamic model is outperforming

the static model among observations with high levels of civilian control. Recall that the static model treated

the bulk of cases that were high on civilian control as homogenous, while the dynamic uncovered significant

variation based on a state’s history of civilian control. If this variation is substantively meaningful, the

dynamic model should outperform the static model for this subset of cases. I therefore compare each model’s

predictive accuracy as it varies across values of civilian control. More specifically, I examine every item

observed for each country-year and subtract the sum of squared errors produced by the dynamic model

(ssdynamic) from the static model (ssstatic) and plot this across dynamic model estimates (Figures 5 and 6).

The vertical axis is therefore ssstatic � ssdynamic, with positive values indicating that the dynamic model is

performing better, and negative values indicating that the static model is performing better.

Again, the majority of observations have positive values; the dynamic model generates more accurate

predictions. More important, the dynamic model almost always produces more accurate estimates than

the static model for observations that are high on civilian control. Moreover for five indicators (Military
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Figure 4: Summary of Posterior Predictive Checks

Note: Figure reports the proportion of observations for which the dynamic model outperforms the static model
in predicting the observed set of values for a particular item. Values above .5 on the horizontal axis therefore
indicate that the dynamic model better predicts a majority of observations than the static model. The dynamic
model outperforms the static model for all items.

Entry, Military Defense Minister, Prior Military Regime, Recent Coup, and Leader Military Experience),

the difference in model performance is at its greatest. In short, the dynamic model nearly always generates

better predictions when civilian control is high, supporting the expectation civilian control follows self-

reinforcing dynamics.
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Figure 5: Model Performance by Dynamic Civilian Control Estimate (Dichotomous Items)
Note: Figure compares the accuracy of each model in predicting ordinal items across dynamic estimates of civilian control. Each point
on the plots pertains to an observation of a particular item at the country year level. The vertical axis reports the difference in the sum
of squared errors obtained from the static and dynamic model. Positive values indicate that the dynamic model better predicts a particular
observation than the static model; negative values indicate the opposite. LOWESS lines are displayed on each plot to indicate how the relative
performance of each model changes across values of civilian control. The smoother span for the LOWESS line is set to 0.3.



Figure 6: Model Performance by Dynamic Civilian Control Estimate (Ordinal Items)
Note: Figure compares the accuracy of each model in predicting ordinal items across dynamic estimates of civilian control. Each point
on the plots pertains to an observation of a particular item at the country year level. The vertical axis reports the difference in the sum
of squared errors obtained from the static and dynamic model. Positive values indicate that the dynamic model better predicts a particular
observation than the static model; negative values indicate the opposite. LOWESS lines are displayed on each plot to indicate how the relative
performance of each model changes across values of civilian control. The smoother span for the LOWESS line is set to 0.3.



Nomological Validation: Civilian Control and Interstate Dispute Initiation

Assessing evidence of nomological validity provides an additional means of adjudicating between compet-

ing measures. Here, one begins by assuming a reasonably well established relationship is true and then

assesses the degree to which different measures are capable of reproducing this relationship (Elkins 2000,

Adcock & Collier 2001). Within the field of civil-military relations, several scholars have posited that

regimes with weak civilian control will demonstrate an increased propensity to initiate conflicts and there

is considerable existing empirical evidence supporting this expectation (Sechser 2004, Lai & Slater 2006,

Weeks 2012). Even in non-military regimes, military autonomy and weak civilian control is commonly

thought to lead to aggressive or offensive foreign policies, which themselves incite conflict (Posen 1986,

Snyder 1984). I therefore evaluate the static and dynamic model estimates in terms of their ability to

reproduce this association between weak civilian control and interstate conflict.

To do so, I construct three logit regression models, with the directed dyad year as the unit of analysis

and the initiation of a militarized interstate dispute (MID) as the dependent variable (Palmer et al. 2015).

The independent variables of interest in the first two models are the dynamic and static civilian control

estimates, respectively. The third model uses the Weeks Militarism Index, which is included for comparison

because it is conceptually similar and has been used to test theories linking weak civilian control with MID

onset (Weeks 2012). The index is reflected so that increasing values on all three measures correspond to

increasing measures of civilian control. Each of the models also feature a small set of additional covariates

to control for potentially confounding factors including: geographic contiguity; relative capabilities; GWF

indicators for single-party, democratic, and personalist regimes; and cubic polynomials of the time (in years)

since a previous dispute.12 As before, uncertainty around the latent estimates is incorporated by combining

parameter estimates from models run on ten simulated draws from posterior distributions of the static and

dynamic model.

Table 2 reports the estimates from each model. Two findings are notable. First, all three measures

have a negative and statistically significant effect on dispute initiation. The fact that both the static and

dynamic estimates were capable of reproducing this relationship suggests each have passed a minimum

threshold of nomological validity. Also of interest is the fact that the dynamic model estimates also produce
12See the appendix for a full discussion of control variables
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the strongest substantive relationship. This suggests that failing to incorporate self-reinforcing dynamics

into measures of civilian control may lead researchers to substantially underestimate the effect of this trait

on other concepts or events of interest. It is also noteworthy that these results hold even after controlling

for regime type indicates that the relationship between civilian control and conflict initiation is not merely

a product of military rule or specific institutional arrangements. Second, in addition to effect size, the

model employing the dynamic measure also produces the best (lowest) Bayesian information criterion score,

suggesting it better fits the data than the competing models. The dynamic model therefore better fits data on

MID initiation and predicts a stronger relationship than that uncovered in previous studies.

Of course, as is the case in all analyses of nomological validity, our ability to adjudicate between

measures is limited by the fact that we do not know the true size or strength of the underlying relationship.

Further scrutiny of this relationship is an important area for future research. Nevertheless, by the extent to

which we assume civilian control should reduce instances of dispute initiation, we can also infer that the

dynamic measure outperforms the competing measures.
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Figure 7: Effect of Civilian Control on Interstate Dispute Initiation

Note: Figure reports the probability of militarized interstate dispute initiation across dynamic estimates of civilian control, static
estimates of civilian control, and the (reflected) weeks militarism index. These estimates are obtained from the three models
reported in Table 2. Histograms displaying the distribution of observations are superimposed on each plot. Across all three models,
weakening civilian control increases the probability of interstate dispute initiation.
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Table 2: Determinants of MID Initiation, 1946-2000

(1) (2) (3)
Dynamic Static Weeks

Civilian Control (Dynamic) -0.314⇤
(0.063)

Civilian Control (Static) -0.223⇤
(0.074)

Weeks Militarism Index (Reversed) -0.657⇤
(0.197)

Target’s Relative Capabilities 0.098 0.015 -0.002
(0.177) (0.176) (0.174)

Challenger’s Absolute Capabilities 10.366⇤ 10.751⇤ 11.030⇤
(1.077) (1.083) (1.066)

Target’s Absolute Capabilities 10.194⇤ 10.357⇤ 10.468⇤
(1.217) (1.219) (1.211)

Personalist Regime 0.327 0.227 0.263
(0.223) (0.223) (0.221)

Democracy 0.227 -0.062 0.032
(0.258) (0.258) (0.278)

Single Party -0.168 -0.347 -0.274
(0.252) (0.259) (0.263)

Contiguity 3.364⇤ 3.378⇤ 3.383⇤

(0.132) (0.133) (0.133)

Peace-years -0.207⇤ -0.207⇤ -0.206⇤

(0.019) (0.019) (0.019)

Peace-years2 0.004⇤ 0.004⇤ 0.004⇤

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Peace-years3 -0.000⇤ -0.000⇤ -0.000⇤

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Constant -5.943⇤ -5.835⇤ -5.376⇤

(0.238) (0.251) (0.207)

BIC 10,744.23 10,761.59 10,784.81
Observations 691,518 691,518 691,518

Note: Coefficient estimates are reported with robust standard errors, clustered by directed dyad given in
parentheses. Significance levels ⇤ p < 0.05, two-tailed tests. The unit of analysis is the directed dyad year.
All models are estimated using the same set of country-year observations. Parameters in Models 1 and 2 are
generated by combining estimates from 10 models run using simulated draws of the posterior distributions of
civilian control for each observation (Rubin 1987).
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Conclusion

This paper opened by asking why political elites often fail to control the military after developing seemingly

robust civilian institutions. The answer provided here draws upon existing work on normative and learning

dynamics in arguing that civilian control is a self-reinforcing process. As norms and shared expectations are

developed, civilian control becomes increasingly robust. By evaluating these concepts within a measurement

framework, this piece yields novel empirical evidence supporting long-held theoretical expectations, while

producing more precise country-level estimates of civilian control in the process.

These findings have several implications for the understanding of civil-military interactions and

political stability more broadly. Understanding that civilian control is self-reinforcing provides one plausible

explanation for why analysts and policy-makers sometimes overestimate the level of civilian control within

a particular country. Returning to the Turkish example, many concluded that President Erdŏgan firmly

controlled the armed forces in 2016, after having removing military personnel and allies from much of

the Turkish regime and purging the military of political adversaries. Indeed, this conventional wisdom is

reflected in the static model estimates (Figure 8, panel a). Because Turkey had not recently experienced a

coup and had removed the military from its political institutions, its civilian control score cannot be easily

distinguished from other civilianized regimes in the international system. Yet, Turkey also had a tradition of

military involvement in politics in its more distant past and there had been relatively little time for norms of

civilian control to solidify or for sufficient learning to take place – military elites were uncertain about the

strength of Erdŏgan’s grip on power. These processes are more fully captured by the dynamic model, which

assigns an intermediate civilian control score to Turkey (8 b). In short, the assumption that civilian control

was high in Turkey may have been driven in part by a failure to account for the long-term ramifications of

its history of military involvement in politics. The fact that the norms were not fully formed and regime

strength was not clearly observed also provides an explanation for why the coup appeared poorly planned or

ill-fated – military elites were in a difficult strategic environment and ultimately miscalculated by initiating

a coup.

The measure produced here will be of use to a variety of studies in international relations and

comparative politics concerned with civil-military relations. The analysis undertaken in the previous section

indicates that existing measures may systematically under-estimate the magnitude of important theoretical
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relationships. Further, the measures produced here uncover significantly more variation in civilian control

than is contained in existing indicators and indices. This allows for more precise tests of complex interactive

or non-linear relationships in the study of civil-military relations.
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Figure 8: Civilian Control in 2010 – Comparing Turkey

Note: Figure reports latent estimates from the static (panel a) and dynamic (panel b) models. Turkey is
compared to three sample countries from the top and bottom quartile of civilian control in each plot. The
static model provides Turkey with an estimate similar to that of states with extremely high civilian control,
while the dynamic model generates an intermediate score for Turkey.

I close by noting two important areas for future research. First, this piece focused on one particular

dimension of civilian control relating to the military’s propensity toward overt, extreme, and illegal inter-

ventions in politics. After this basic degree of subordination has been established, however, civilian leaders

will also struggle to ensure that the armed forces can also be expected to faithfully and fully carry out the

orders they are given (Desch 1999, Feaver 2003). This form of civilian control may or may not be subject
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to the same patterns and processes described here. Nevertheless, the measurement and validation strategies

developed here can be extended to answer these questions as scholars continue to collect more nuanced and

comprehensive data on civil-military relationships.

Second, while this work established that civilian control is a self-reinforcing process and identified the

development of norms and learning as the most likely mechanisms driving this relationship, more research

is necessary to unpack the micro-foundations of this theory. Specifically, the framework outlined here

generates expectations at the state-level regarding individual beliefs, but it remains an open question whether

military personnel are driven predominately by normative or material incentives and how the proportion of

individuals in each category vary with the level of civilian control within a given regime. As stated above,

it is unlikely that either of these mechanisms alone fully accounts for the development of civilian control.

Individual-level analyses are necessary to determine whether and how each operates and interacts.
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